Abstract
model parameters are accurately estimated. In this context, the normal mode model emerges as a that do not, in general, have to verify orthogonality. Our algorithm determines the normal mode 54 parameters (sampled modal functions and wavenumbers), like [20] 
56
To our best knowledge, the only existing techniques that extract normal modes and, at the same 57 time, accommodate partial sampling of the water column are those presented in [22] , [20] . They 58 operate in the transform domain and require impulsive sources (less convenient than continuous 59 wave and triangular pulses [12] ) that has to traverse a significant range interval [20] , or to be 60 activated very far from the sensors [22] . These techniques are based on modal separability that i) 61 is more pronounced at large ranges where, unfortunately, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is rather 62 low, and ii) require the use of non-linear processing techniques (masking [20] [20] are also high as Fourier transforms or SVDs are repeatedly computed. These drawbacks 66 affect the practicality of these mode extraction methods as well as their resolution, resulting in 67 a limited ability to extract weakly excited modes [20] .
68
Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notations. Matrices (resp. vectors) are 
II. DATA MODEL

76
We adopt a coordinate system [10] , [14] where [O, x (1) , x (2) ) designates the sea surface. A 77 point in the waveguide is characterized by its coordinates (x (1) , x (2) , z) where z refers to the 78 point's depth, or equivalently by (r, ψ, z), where ψ is the angle counter-clockwise from [O, x (1) ) 79 and r is the horizontal spacing between this point and the reference water column x
where an acoustic source is activated at depth z = z S .
81
The Q sensors of a VLA, not necessarily dense nor uniform, are maintained at fixed positions 82 (r, ψ, z) = (r, θ, z q ), q = 1, · · · , Q, not in the immediate vicinity of the source, with sensor q 
referring to the pressure induced at sensor q by the source located at depth z 
. . .
. . . 
Notice that the non-Hermitian matrix P(r) is symmetric [but not E(r)], a property that we will 98 use in Sec. III-C to reduce the impact of noise.
99
In order to develop our subspace estimation algorithm, we make use of the fact, that we 100 assume is verified with probability one, that a tall matrix Φ(z 1 , · · · , z Q ) is full column rank.
101
On the contrary, we do not assume columns of verify, for k = 1, 2, the same structure
To each, we attach the pseudo-
is similar to we expect to be more accurately measured, in which case
Also, as mentioned earlier, P k= P(R k ), k = 1, 2 are symmetric. Therefore, if we update Y k as
has, under some conditions not detailed here, half the power of the 175 noise affecting the original noise component E(R k ).
176
Assuming measurements are collected in the presence of noise, the estimation algorithm is 177 executed as follows: and associated to the unit-norm eigenvector w m . and acoustic properties are shown in Fig. 1(a) and transmission loss is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
229
Using the normal-mode modeling software KRAKEN, we generate snapshots p(z q , z q , r), for with its sensors at depths z 1 , · · · , z Q , the power of the collected signal is calculated as follows.
232
Given that the source is activated at, consecutively, depths z 1 , · · · , z Q , we have a total of Q The fact that the 13-mode waveguide is a more severe environment is illustrated in Fig. 2,   237 where we report the condition number, defined as the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular 
B. Simulation results
249
To study the performance of the proposed estimation algorithm in a noisy environment, we 250 corrupt KRAKEN generated pressure field with zero-mean complex-valued circular Additive
251
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), following (5). We assume noise components to be independent 252 at every sensor, but with equal power E | (z The presence of noise will result in an estimate w m that is roughly co-linear to the exact m-th
It is custom, when a vector x is estimated byx up to an unknown multiplicative constant, to use the following normalized Mean Square Error (MSE)
, and proved in [15] to be equal to
It is normal in the sense that it ranges between 0 (x andx are co-linear) and 1 (x andx are orthogonal). Applied to our estimates of the M modal functions, a global normalized performance measure is calculated as
This normalized MSE on modal functions is averaged over 1000 Monte Carlo runs, and reported 257 in the figures as the ANMSE, for the Averaged Normalized MSE.
258
As described earlier, the algorithm delivers arg(λ m ) as estimates of we, abusively, term as ANMSE on wavenumbers.
263
The two performance measures are reported in Fig. 4 
299
To make it square, we complete Φ as Φ 
